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Puppy Request 

 

Please fill out each question to the best of your abilities, and we will take the form into consideration as a 

whole, along with our communications with you.  This form helps us learn more about our puppies’ future 

homes and lifestyles and help us to make appropriate matches.  We appreciate the time you take in 

answering our questions, and the information will be confidential! Thank you! 

Personal Information: 

Name:______________________________________________________________________________ 

Address (Permanent, no PO): ___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

City: ____________________________________ State: _______________ Zip code: ______________ 

Phone Number: _________________________ Alt. Phone Number: ____________________________ 

E-mail: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you rent or own your residence?    Rent Own If Rent, can/will you provide express 

permission from your landlord that this dog is allowed? Yes No 

Why do you want a Llewellin Setter? ______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

How did you find us? _________________________________________________________________ 

What makes you a great family for one of our puppies? ________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Details on Requested Puppy: 

Sire: _____________________________________ Dam: _____________________________________ 

Preferred Gender:     Male      Female      Either          Date Litter Due/Whelped: ____________________ 

Preferred Colors (Opt.): ________________________________________________________________ 

What personality traits are important to you in a dog? _________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

What personality traits do you dislike in a dog? ______________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you plan on doing with your dog? Hunt Field Trials Hunt Tests Therapy   

Dog Sports (please specify: _________________ ) Show Breed Pet/Companion Only  

Other: _____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Hunting Background: 

Do you plan to use this puppy for hunting?  Yes No 

What upland birds do you hunt? Pheasant Quail Dove Hungarian Partridge Grouse 

Woodcock Chukar  Other: ___________________________________________________ 

About how many days do you hunt per season?   1-10 11-20 21-40 41-60 60+ 

About how many days to you plan to field train per year? ______________________________________ 

Are you a member of any hunt/bird dog training clubs? Yes No If yes, please specify:  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lifestyle: 

Who will be the main caretaker? __________________________________________________________ 

How would you describe your household activity/energy level? __________________________________ 

How many hours per typical day will the dog be alone? ________________________________________ 

What housing/property do you reside in/on? (circle all that apply) Apartment Single Family House

 Duplex      Townhouse      Yard  Small acreage Large acreage Farm  

Where will the dog be when you are home? (Please be specific) _________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Where will the dog sleep? _______________________________________________________________ 

Where exactly will the dog stay when you are gone short term (ie work)? ___________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Where will the dog be when you vacation? _________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you crate train? Yes No If Yes, when do you crate? _____________________________ 

Will your dog stay in an outdoor kennel when you are gone?  Yes No If Yes, for how long? _______ 

Will your dog ever be left in your yard while you are gone from home? Yes No 

Is your yard fenced?   Yes No If Yes, with what kind of fencing and how tall? _____________ 

_____________________________________ If No, how will you exercise and contain your dog? 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the approximate size of your property/lot? ___________________________________________ 

How will the dog get its main form of exercise each day? _______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

How much time can you devote to exercise each day? _________________________________________ 

What other kinds of activities will the dog do each day? ________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

What non-hunting outings do you enjoy with your dogs? _______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

How/where do you transport your dogs in your vehicle? _______________________________________ 

What other dogs do you have? ___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Do you own any other pets/livestock? _____________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you have any children in your home or that regularly visit?  Yes No If Yes, what ages? __________ 

What experience do you have any experience with setters? ______________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please briefly describe the methods, theories, and/or trainers you follow that you base your dog training: 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Are you interested/willing in attending any dog training classes? _________________________________ 

How much time do you plan on devoting to training (non-field) per day? __________________________ 

What behaviors do you consider unacceptable and how would you go about preventing or modifying them? 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

What brand(s) and line(s) of dog food do you plan to feed? _________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Who is your veterinarian? _______________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

What veterinary care do your pets receive? __________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the most you would be willing/able to pay for an emergency vet visit/treatment/surgery? 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you plan to get pet/veterinary insurance for your dog? Yes No 

What vaccinations will your puppy receive? _________________________________________________ 

Do you plan to spay or neuter your dog? Yes No Why? ________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Have you ever given away or sold [private party] a pet or surrendered one to a shelter?  Yes No If 

Yes, what was the circumstance/reason? ___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please list at least one reference, with his or her contact information: _____________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Is there anything else you would like to share? _______________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Conditions of any future sale (Subject to change)(This is not a contract to buy/sell, immediately or in 

the future.): 

If you are interested in purchasing a puppy from Rock Llewellin Setters, you must first complete and 
send this Puppy Request Form, which will provide us information about your lifestyle and that 
which you may provide for the dog.  One of us will get in contact with you for further discussion, 
and if approved,* you will be put on the Waiting List. You can fill out this form and send it to us 
without a specific litter listed or not. 
 
We'll let everyone know when the pregnancy is confirmed; at that time we will start taking deposits. 
When sending your deposit, you'll need to specify sex of the pup preferred; we will not reserve 
according to color. The Waiting List order, not the deposits order, will determine the picking order. 
If we don't have the specified sex of the pup that you want, you may take the other, wait for the 
next litter, or get a refund on your deposit. Also, while it is up to you to choose a pup on your own, 
since we are familiar with the pups, we will suggest those in the litter which would be most 
compatible. Lastly, if you are on the Waiting List but we haven't received your deposit by the time 
the puppies are 35 days old, you will be notified/reminded. If we still haven't received it by day 42, 
then the puppy picking process will proceed and you will not be able to pick until the deposit is 
received (regardless of Waiting List order). No puppies will be reserved without a deposit. 
 
Puppies will be evaluated, priced, and chosen no earlier than six weeks of age. We will let you know 
when it is your turn to pick. We encourage you to schedule a visit to meet the pups after they've 
had their first vaccination. Ideally, everyone will decide on their pup between six and eight weeks of 
age, so that everything is in order when the pups are ready to be transferred at nine weeks. 
 
The buyer must be the person taking care of the dog; RLS will not sell puppies to third parties or as 
surprises. Should a person wish to buy a pup as a gift, RLS requires the Puppy Request Form to be 
completed and the Bill of Sale to be signed by the person receiving the pup.   
 
As a buyer, you would receive a signed copy of the Bill of Sale, Pedigree, FDSB registration papers, 
Health Record, Microchip Registration application, Emergency Contact Form, Nutrition 
Information, Spay and Neuter Information, Recommendations, and Familiar Commands and 
Schedule. You should be familiar with and willing to comply with the conditions stated on the Bill of 
Sale. Puppies will be fully weaned by nine weeks and will be expected to go to their new homes 
around nine weeks old. Additional late-pickup charges may be applied to the purchase price, if the 
puppy remains at RLS after ten weeks of age to cover the cost of feeding, vet expenses, and training. 
Payment in full (reserving-deposit deducted) is required before Bill of Sale is signed and puppy is 
released from RLS's ownership. 
 
The puppy will come with a microchip registered to the buyer as the owner; the breeder will be listed 
as the emergency contact. Buyer may fill out an Emergency Contact List with as many other 
alternate or emergency contacts they wish, which RLS will keep confidentially and only use if the 
microchip company contacts them and the owner is unable to be reached. This is to ensure no 
puppy from RLS finds itself without its owner in a shelter or pound.   
 
We would strongly prefer to meet everyone who takes home one of our pups and highly 
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recommend our buyers make the drive/flight here to pick up their pup. If this is not a possibility, 
we can arrange to ship the pup by air if the distance/flight seems reasonable for a young pup. 
Shipping expenses are the buyers' responsibility, which will be applied to the purchase price of the 
pup. 
 
Our liability will be limited to, and in no event shall exceed the purchase price of the dog involved. If 
there are any abnormal health conditions known to RLS through its own or its vets’ close 
examination while in its care, the buyer would be notified in advance of the potential sale and would 
accept responsibility for it upon completion of the sale. We advise that the buyer have the puppy 
examined by his or her own veterinarian within three days of the delivery and that the purchaser 
sends a copy of the examination/record to breeder within a period of one week of examination.  If a 
novel concern is found during the recommended post-purchase vet exam that resulted because of 
the breeder’s care, the buyer should contact us within 48 hours and reasonable solutions will be 
discussed. Should the buyer neglect the examination within the specified time period, we will accept 
no liability for any acute health concerns, as it will the buyer’s responsibility to maintain the health of 
the pup. The dog will be covered by an extended hereditary health guarantee until his/her third 
birthday for conditions screened for in OFA hip, elbow, thyroid, and eye tests; however, factors that 
will be considered in the resolution for any joint issues will include any veterinary record/note that 
the dog is overweight (or was during growth), or if the dog was spayed or neutered before one year 
of age.  RLS’s market isn’t the kind that would “return” a dog to us, but a reasonable resolution will 
be reached so that the buyer is happy. 
 
The dog may not be sold or given away without an express written and signed agreement from 
us. If there is a time when the dog must change homes, we will have prior purchase rights at that 
time for a period of two weeks from notification. The selling or giving away of the dog to a third 
party is only allowable after consultation with us so that we may be sure that the dog will be living in 
an acceptable home throughout its life.  At no point in this dog’s life may it be surrendered to a 
rescue or shelter; buyer has the responsibility to contact us if an emergency arises. 
 
If the dog is to be bred, the buyer  must wait until dog reaches the age of two years old, hunt or 
compete with the dog, register with the FDSB, complete DNA testing, and at minimum complete 
OFA hip, elbow, and eye screening. The buyer must also remain in contact with RLS if they are 
planning on breeding. 
 
The buyer will also be expected to take the dog to receive veterinary care, when appropriate. 
Appropriate times may include emergencies, vaccinations, and other health care issues. The buyer 
will be expected to provide a clean, healthy environment for the dog to live in, to exercise, socialize 
and train this dog, and to not keep him/her contained in an outdoor kennel or tie out as his primary 
living conditions. 
 
We ensure that all pups exhibit natural hunting abilities by the time of the sale; however, it is the 
buyer’s responsibility to continue the dog’s training, provide a variety of positive experiences in 
hunting environments, and maintain a supportive, gentle upbringing conducive to learning and 
confidence.  We strongly urge the buyer to not to use harsh training methods that heavily rely on 
corrections, fear/intimidation, or pain/discomfort. 
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We encourage our buyers to stay in touch, so that we may provide help or resources as 
needed. The buyer will be expected to update their contact information as it changes 
through their dog’s life. 
 
Please note that, as the breeders, we always maintains first pick of the litter, if desired. 

Purchase Price**- 
$800 for a Breeding/Hunting/Pet Quality Female 
$750 for a B/H/P Quality Male 
$750 for a H/P Quality Female 
$700 for a H/P Quality Male 

 

 

 

*Because of our great concern for each dog we raise, we reserve the right to refuse a sale to 
anyone, at any time, for any reason. We also reserve this right so that you don't end up with 
a dog we know isn't exactly what you're looking for. Either way, we are happy to help you 
find another dog; over the years, we have given out hundreds of referrals to breeders we 
trust. 

**Prices are subject to change with notice to buyers. Prices vary due to RLS judged quality, which 
will be decided no earlier than six weeks of age. RLS can make no guarantee that said pups will 
mature into breeding quality dogs, understandably, but the BHP label at six-nine weeks old will be 
given to those pups that lack present undesired traits as far as RLS can determine. Prices may also 
vary due to age and training. 
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For $50 additional dollars our vet will insert a microchip under the skin for permanent identification 
(which includes the small fee to register the ID number). We strongly recommend this procedure and 
because of this, we will pay the other half of the implanting procedure; however, we will only schedule it 
if the prospective owner wishes. If he/she opts not to have this done while the pup is still at RLS, 
he/she should seriously consider it when the pup is taken in for later vaccinations or the spay/neuter. 
This is an invaluable method of identification, as all vets and shelters have universal readers that can 
identify each dog and return it to the owners. 

 
If the buyer is planning to have to pup shipped to him/her, RLS will need to be contacted ahead of 
time, so that it can make the plans for shipping. Some basic expenses for shipping include handling, 
shipping carriers, airfare, and veterinary-approved health certificates. Buyer will be responsible for 
shipping expenses and must pay RLS for these expenses, which must be received prior to shipping. 
 
RLS realizes that not all dogs should be bred. RLS recommends Hunting and Pet Quality dogs to be 
spayed and neutered at an appropriate age, for which RLS deducts a portion of the purchase price, 
and that extra caution and knowledge be in place to prevent unwanted pregnancies in the meantime. 
(See our listed articles on the subject.) 
 
If a pup is sold as BHP quality, RLS expects that the owner uses his or her best judgment when 
considering breeding, in regards to the mature quality of the dog in hunting, temperament, 
conformation, and health; we would especially like such individuals to stay in contact so that 
help/advice may be provided when needed. 
 
While RLS sincerely strives to breed healthy puppies, there are always possibilities of congenital or 
genetic defects, especially given Llewellin history. If RLS is selling a puppy that has a known 
congenital or genetic defect, the buyer will be informed of it immediately and a mutually acceptable 
course of action will be decided. 
 
Additional late-pickup charges may be applied to the purchase price, if the puppy remains at RLS after 
ten weeks of age to cover the cost of feeding, vet expenses, and training. LATE-PICKUP 
CHARGES: $20 per week until sixteen weeks of age. Older pups' prices will be determined at 
necessary time according to training. 

 

Comments/Questions:     
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This is not a contract of any kind.  Your signature below is only an acknowledgement 

that all of the information provided for us on this form is accurate and complete and 

that you have read the conditions above. 

 

 

Signature Date 

 

Again, thank you so much for filling out this form.  We will review it, and contact you as soon as possible. 
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